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lNote : --- l. 42 size drawing sheet to be supplied.
2. First angle projection to be followed.
3. Dimcnsions should be as per BlS.
4. Both sides of drawing sheet can be used.
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PART - A
(Maximum marks : l0)

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

I . Write any four elenrents of dimensioning.

2. What is an involute ?

3. I)mw the symbol of first angle pro.ier:tion.

4. What do you meanl by orthographic projection ?

5. Write the expansion of CADD. (5x2= l0)

PART - B

(Maximum marks : 50)

(Answer any./ive of the following questions. Each question carries l0 marks.)

II Redraw the given figure -l to full size and dimension it as per BIS.

III l)raw a parabola of base 90 mm and axis 60 mm using tangent method.

N Construct a regular heptagon of side 30 mm.

V Construct a plane scale of RF = l:40 to show meters and decimetres and long

enough to measure up to 5 meters. Mark on the scale a distance representing 4"3 meter:i.

VI Draw prirjections of the following points on a colnmon reference line.

fi) Point A is 30 mm in front of VP and 40 mm above HP

fii) Point B is 25 mm below I{P and 50 mm behind VP'

fiii) Point C is in the VP and 30 mm above HP.
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(iv) Point D is 40mm below tlP and 20 mm in front of VP'

(v) Point E is in both HP and VP.

Vll Draw the projections of a sqrare lamina of size 40 mm is inclined 30o to HP and

Perpendicular to VP.

VIU Draw the development of a funnel shown in figrre- 2'

(5x I 0= 50)

PART -- C

(Maximum marks :40)

(Answer any two of the following questions. Each full question carries 20 marks.)

1a Isomefic view of a shaft support is shown in figure - 3. Draw the front view

in the direction of F, lbP view and left side view.

X Pictorial view of an object is shown in figure - 4. Draw the full sectisnal front view

in the direction of F and toP view

;g1 Orttrographic views of an object are shown in figure - 5. Draw the isometric view

of the object. (2x20-= 40)
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